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Abstract. Reasonably large perturbations may push a power grid from its stable

synchronous state into an undesirable state. Identifying vulnerabilities in power grids

by studying power grid stability against such perturbations can aid in preventing future

blackouts. We use two stability measures — stability bound, which deals with a

system’s asymptotic behaviour, and survivability bound, which deals with a system’s

transient behaviour, to provide information about the strength of perturbations that

destabilize the system. Using these stability measures, we have found that certain

nodes in tree-like structures have low asymptotic stability, while nodes with a high

number of connections generally have low transient stability.

Keywords: power grids, probabilistic methods, network dynamics, stability of dynamical

systems, coupled oscillator networks,

1. Introduction

Power grids are critical infrastructures that underpin the functioning of modern society.

Failures in these systems have resulted in large-scale blackouts that have left millions of

people without electricity [1, 2, 3]. In recent times, grid expansion, modernization, and

decentralization have been promoting rapid change to existing power grid infrastructure

[4, 5, 6]. Thus, as power grids are becoming increasingly more complex, it is important

to ensure they are resilient to various perturbations in order to prevent future blackouts.

During normal operation, all parts of a power grid function at the same frequency

[7]. This state is called the grid’s synchronous state. Perturbations such as a line being

switched off or the power balance of the grid not being met may result in a cascading

failure that causes large parts of the grid to desynchronize [8, 9, 10]. As perturbations

affecting power grids can be reasonably large, linear stability analysis by means of

evaluating the eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix at an equilibrium point or the master

stability function [11] cannot be employed as a measure of grid stability against such

perturbations.
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To quantify the stability of dynamical systems, such as power grids, against

reasonably large perturbations, several non-local stability measures have been proposed

[12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18]. Among these, a popular stability measure, known as basin

stability [12], relates to the fraction of phase space that forms the basin of attraction of

the desirable attractor. In the context of power grids, the desirable attractor corresponds

to the grid’s stable synchronous state. Basin stability has been used extensively in the

study of power grid stability [19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26].

Basin stability deals with the asymptotic behaviour of a system. In addition

to the asymptotic behaviour, the transient behaviour is particularly relevant when

dealing with power grids. Power grids operate within certain frequency bounds, and

control mechanisms are triggered when a perturbation causes the grid to operate

out of the set frequency bound. Such perturbations are undesirable for the system.

A stability measure called survivability has been proposed to quantify the transient

stability of dynamical systems [13]. The set of states that do not leave a given desirable

region of the phase space within a given time is called the basin of survival, and

survivability is the fraction of states that are part of the system’s basin of survival.

Thus, survivability measures a system’s ability to keep perturbations within a desirable

region. Survivability, like basin stability, has been used to study power grid stability

[13, 22, 27].

Basin stability and survivability are both volume-based measures of stability as

they are related to the volume of the basin of attraction and the volume of the basin of

survival, respectively. For power grids, the basin of attraction of the synchronous state

can be very distorted [28]. It is possible that a stronger perturbation is safe for the

system, but a weaker one is not. Hence, it is crucial to understand the magnitude of

perturbations that are dangerous for the system. The volume-based stability measures

fail to capture this. However, a distance-based stability measure called stability bound

[29] captures this aspect. Stability bound is a stability quantifier that provides a bound

to the strength of safe perturbations based on the system’s asymptotic behaviour.

Analogous to stability bound, we propose a distance-based stability quantifier called

survivability bound that provides a bound to the strength of safe perturbations based

on the system’s transient behaviour.

Using these distance-based stability measures, we study how network topology

affects power grid stability. We find that certain nodes which are part of tree-like

network structure have a low stability bound, indicating that these nodes require the

least perturbation strength to cause permanent grid synchrony loss. On the other hand,

we find that nodes with a high number of connections have a low survivability bound,

indicating that these nodes require the least perturbation strength to cause undesirable

transients in the system, which do not necessarily lead to loss of grid synchrony.

This paper is organized as follows. The power grid model, methods of stability

quantification, and a classification of network nodes are presented in section 2. Section

3 describes the results, and section 4 concludes the work.
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2. Methods

2.1. Power grid model

We use a complex network representation to model power grids with generators and

consumers as nodes and transmission lines as edges. Generators and consumers are

modelled as synchronous machines that follow the swing equation [7]. The equations

that describe the dynamics of the grid are [30]

θ̇i = ωi, (1a)

Iiω̇i = − γiωi + P̄i −
N∑
j=1

Tij sin(θi − θj), (1b)

where θi and ωi are the phase angle and the angular velocity of the synchronous machine

at the ith node of the power grid network in a frame rotating at the grid frequency. Ii is

the inertia at the ith node, γi is the damping at the ith node, and P̄i is proportional to

the net power generated or consumed at the ith node. Tij is the transmission capacity

between node i and node j. If node i and node j are not connected, then Tij = 0.

If all nodes have equal inertia (Ii = I), damping (αi = α), then,

θ̇i = ωi, (2a)

ω̇i = − αωi + Pi −
N∑
j=1

Kij sin(θi − θj), , (2b)

where α = γ/I, Pi = P̄i/I, Kij = Tij/I.

In this paper, we use the simplified differential equations described by equations 2a

and 2b to model power grids. Each node in the network has two corresponding dynamical

variables — a phase angle and a frequency. The fixed point of these equations correspond

to the stable synchronous state of the grid. In this state, the ith node has a phase θsi
and frequency 0.

2.2. Stability bound

Consider an N dimensional dynamical system with a phase space X. The set A is the

system’s desirable attractor. This attractor has a basin of attraction B. We consider a

finite subset of the phase space X0 ⊆ X, representing the extent to which perturbations

can push the system.

The basin stability of the attractor A, defined in a region XP is the fraction of

states in the region XP contained in the attractor’s basin of attraction B. The basin

stability, assuming a uniform distribution of perturbations, is defined as [12, 19, 22]

β(XP ) =
Vol(B ∩XP )

Vol(XP )
(3)

Thus, basin stability measures the probability that a perturbation in the region XP

causes the system to return to its desirable attracting state.
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Let XD(d) be the set of states within a distance d from the attractor A that lie in

the set X0, i.e.,

XD(d) = {x ∈ X0 | dist(x,A) < d} (4)

where dist(x,A) is the distance of the state x to the attractor A.

D is the set of distances at which the corresponding basin stability is less than a basin

stability tolerance tβ. Thus,

Dβ = {d ∈ (0, dmax] | β(XD(d)) < tβ} (5)

where tβ ∈ (0, 1] is a predefined basin stability tolerance, and dmax is the maximum

distance we would like to consider.

The stability bound of the attractor A is defined as [29]

β̄ =

 inf(Dβ) if Dβ ̸= ϕ

dmax otherwise
(6)

Thus, the stability bound is the minimum distance at which the corresponding basin

stability is less than the tolerance tβ.

Single-node stability bound is defined as the stability bound with perturbations

conditioned to a single network node starting from the initial attracting state. For a

power grid, we consider a perturbation to θi as a single-node perturbation at node i. If

single-node perturbations occur in the region Xsn, such that θi ∈ Xsn is a single-node

perturbation at the ith node; then the single-node stability bound of node i of the grid

network is the stability bound defined in the region.

X0
i = {(θ, ω) ∈ X|(θi ∈ Xsn ∧ ωi = 0 ∧ (∀j ̸= i : θj = θsj ∧ ωj = 0)} (7)

where θ = (θ1, θ2, ..., θN) and ω = (ω1, ω2, ..., ωN)

Basin stability is estimated using a Monte Carlo simulation. In the region XP , a

number of initial conditions, n, are sampled from a uniform distribution. If the number

of initial conditions that converge to the attractor A is nβ, then the estimated basin

stability of the attractor is

β̂(XP ) =
nβ

n
(8)

The standard error e associated with the basin stability computation is always less than

equal to 0.5/
√
n.

To compute the stability bound, the basin stability β̂(XD(d)) is computed from

d = dmax to d = d0, using n samples for every basin stability estimation. d0 is the

largest distance such that β̂(XD(d0)) = 1. For β̂(XD(d)) < tβ, the values of d are noted

and added to a set Dβ. The stability bound is computed using equation 6. Refer to the

paper by Alvares et al. [29] for a detailed computation procedure.

At the distance d, the corresponding estimate of basin stability within one standard

deviation error is reported in the confidence interval [β̂(XD(d))− e, β̂(XD(d))+ e]. Due

to the uncertainty in the estimation of basin stability, the stability bound can also be

reported in a confidence interval. The stability bound computed using the lower (upper)

bound of the confidence interval of the estimated basin stability corresponds to the lower

(upper) bound of the confidence interval of the estimated stability bound.
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2.3. Survivability bound

Consider an N dimensional dynamical system with a phase space X and a desirable

attractor A. We consider a finite subset of the phase space X0 ⊆ X, representing the

extent to which perturbations can push the system.

Suppose the system has a desirable region X+ ⊆ X of the phase space. A

perturbation is considered safe if it does not leave the desirable region in a finite time t.

Let XS
t be the set of points in XP that do not leave the desirable region X+ in the time

t. Assuming a uniform distribution of perturbations in the region XP , survivability is

defined as [13, 22]

σ(XP ) =
Vol(XS

t )

Vol(X0)
(9)

Survivability, thus, represents the probability that a perturbation in the region XP

remains in the desirable region.

Consider Dσ the set of distances at which the corresponding survivability is less

than a survivability tolerance tσ.

Dσ = {d ∈ (0, dmax] | σ(XD(d)) < tσ} (10)

where tσ ∈ (0, 1] is a predefined survivability tolerance, dmax is the maximum distance

we would like to consider, and XD(d) is given by equation (4).

We define the survivability bound of the attractor A as

σ̄ =

 inf(Dσ) if Dσ ̸= ϕ

dmax otherwise
(11)

Thus, survivability bound as the minimum distance at which the corresponding

survivability is less than the tolerance tσ.

In the case of the power grids, the desirable region is defined to be

X+ = {(θ, ω) ∈ X|∀i : −π < θi < π ∧ −ω+ < ωi < ω+} (12)

where θ = (θ1, θ2, ..., θN) and ω = (ω1, ω2, ..., ωN) and w+ is a set bound to the frequency

fluctuation.

If single-node perturbations occur in the region θi ∈ Xsn, then the single-node

survivability bound of node i is the survivability bound defined in the phase space

region given by equation (7).

Survivability is estimated using a Monte Carlo simulation. In the region XP , a

number of initial conditions, n, are uniformly sampled. If the number of initial conditions

that converge to the attractor A is nσ, then the estimated survivability is

σ̂ =
nσ

n
(13)

The standard error e associated with the survivability estimation is always less than

equal to 0.5/
√
n. The survivability bound is computed using the same procedure used

to compute the stability bound.
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2.4. Quantifying the strength of power grid perturbations

Stability bound and survivability bound rely on a notion of distance between a perturbed

state and the attractor. This distance is indicative of the strength of perturbation.

Distance in the phase space of a dynamical system can be quantified in various ways,

ranging from standard Euclidean distance to the energy difference between the two

states [29, 31]. For the distance of a perturbation from the synchronous state to have

a physical meaning, we quantify it by defining an energy function that is related to the

energy change of the system due to the perturbation.

Note that we have used a simplified power grid model given by equations 2a and 2b

with the inertia at all nodes being the same and quantities such as torque and energy

that we refer to are normalized by inertia.

Consider a perturbation in the phase angle θi at the node i from the stable state

value of θi = θsi to θi = θpi . It can be that either θsi < θpi or θsi > θpi . We assume that

no energy is transferred back from the system in the process of perturbing θi. In, the

journey from θsi to θpi , the external torque required is

τ(θi) =


−min{0, d

2θi
dt2

} if θpi > θi > θsi

−max{0, d
2θi
dt2

} if θpi < θi < θsi

(14)

Additionally, we also assume that the perturbation is made at the synchronous grid

frequency, which makes wi = 0. The torque required for this is

τ(θi) =


−min{0, (Pi −

N∑
j=1

Kij sin(θi − θj))} if θpi > θi > θsi

−max{0, (Pi −
N∑
j=1

Kij sin(θi − θj))} if θpi < θi < θsi

(15)

The work W (θsi , θ
p
i ) done in moving from θsi to θpi is

W (θsi , θ
p
i ) =

∫ θpi

θsi

τ(θi) dθi (16)

The perturbation from θsi to θ
p
i can happen through two different paths. For θpi > θsi ,

the two possible paths are θsi → θpi and θsi → −2π + θpi . For θpi < θsi , the two possible

paths are θsi → θpi or θsi → 2π + θpi . We define energy E(θpi ) as the energy of the

perturbation from θsi to θpi along the path corresponding to the least energy change.

Thus,

E(θpi ) =

min{W (θsi , θ
p
i ), W (θsi ,−2π + θpi )} if θpi > θsi

min{W (θsi , θ
p
i ), W (θsi , 2π + θpi )} if θpi < θsi

(17)

The distance between the perturbed state and the attractor is taken as the energy

change of the system corresponding to a perturbation in the phase θpi at node i from

the initial stable state. Thus,

dist(xp
i ,A) = E(θpi ) (18)

where xp
i = (θs1, θ

s
2, ..., θ

p
i , ..., θ

s
N , 0, 0, ..., 0, ..., 0)
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2.5. Network motifs

J. Nitzbon et al. [22] have identified some important network motifs relevant to studying

power grid stability. These network motifs are described below.

Consider a graph G = (V,E) with vertices V and edges E. G = (V,E) is a tree

if it is connected and has no cycles. T ′ = (V ′, E ′) is a tree-shaped part of G if it is an

induced subgraph of G, is a tree and is maximal with the property that there is exactly

one node r ∈ V ′ that has at least one neighbour in G− T ′. The node r of T ′ is called a

root node (R). The union of all tree-shaped parts of the graph G is called the forest T

of the graph G. For a tree-shaped part, the depth of node x is the length of the shortest

path from node x to the root node.

Nodes that do not belong to the forest part T are called bulk nodes (B). Nodes

that belong to the forest part and are not root nodes are called non-root nodes. Non-

root nodes that have a degree greater than one are called inner tree nodes (I). Non-root

nodes that have a degree of one are called leaves. Leaves that have a depth of more than

one are proper leaves (P ). Leaves that have a depth one are called sprouts. Sprouts

with an average neighbour degree less than six are called sparse sprouts (Ss). Sprouts

with an average neighbour degree of more than five are called dense sprouts (Sd). Fig.

1 shows a network with nodes classified as described above.

Bulk
Root

Inner tree node
Proper leave

Sparse sporut
Dense sprout

Figure 1: A network with nodes classified as bulk nodes, root nodes, inner tree nodes,

proper leaves, sparse sprouts, and dense sprouts.

Besides these network motifs, betweenness centrality is important in understanding

vulnerable power grid structures. Betweenness centrality measures the importance of a

node in a network based on how many shortest paths pass through it. The betweenness

centrality of node i in a network is defined as [32]

bi =
∑

j ̸=i,k ̸=i,k>j

σi
jk

σjk

(19)
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where σi
jk is the number of shortest paths from node j to node k which pass through

node i, and σjk is the number of shortest paths which pass from node j to node k.

3. Results

We use a random network generator model proposed by Schultz et al. [33] to generate

realistic power grid networks to study the effect of network topology on power grid

stability. The parameters chosen for this model are N0 = 1, p = 1/5, q = 3/10, s = 1/3,

t = 1/10. 50 such networks, each consisting of 100 nodes, were generated. In each

network, half of the nodes were taken to be generators, and half of the nodes were taken

to be consumers. Grid networks were modelled using equations 2a and 2b, with the

following parameters: K = 6 for every transmission line, α = 0.1 for every node, P = 1

for every generator, and P = −1 for every consumer. One unit of time in the differential

equations corresponds to 0.25 s. Using this ensemble of grid networks, we investigate

the single-node stability bound and the single-node survivability bound for every node

of all the networks.

Deviations in the grid frequency of power grids are generally kept within ±1 Hz.

A deviation of ±1 Hz in the frequency corresponds to a ω ≈ ±1.57 in the units we

have used. The desirable region’s frequency bound ω+ is chosen to be ω+ = 1. This

corresponds to an allowed frequency deviation of ±0.64 Hz. The region Xsn = [−π, π]

represents single-node perturbations in the phase. The single-node stability bound and

single-node survivability bound of node i in a network are computed in the region

X0
i given by equation (7) for single-node perturbations in the region Xsn. Stability

bound and survivability bound are computed using tolerances tβ = 0.95 and tσ = 0.95,

respectively, and the maximum perturbation distance limit is set to dmax = 50. For

all basin stability and survivability computations, n = 200 initial conditions were used,

and every initial condition was evolved for time t = 100. Numerically, a perturbation is

counted to be in the basin of attraction if |ωi| < 1 ∀i at t = 100.

Fig. 2 shows the relationship between degree and single-node stability. Fig. 2a

shows that nodes with a lower degree have lower stability bound values. In contrast,

survivability shows a negative correlation with a node’s degree, with nodes with a high

degree being the least stable (Fig. 2b).

Fig. 3 shows how single-node stability is related to betweenness centrality. In

Fig. 3a, marked dips in the stability bound are observed corresponding to betweenness

centrality values of N − 2, 2N − 6, and 2N − 5 (Here, N = 100 — the number of

nodes in each network). These dips correspond to nodes inside dead ends and dead

trees [19], which can be broadly classified as inner leave nodes. A slight dip in the

betweenness centrality of 0 is also observed, corresponding to nodes with a degree of

one. Survivability bound does not show such dips and shows a negative correlation with

betweenness centrality (Fig. 3b).

Fig. 4 shows the average single-node stability values for the different classes of

nodes. Nodes with a degree of one have been seen to have low stability bound values
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Figure 2: The dependence of single-node stability on degree. (a) Stability bound versus

degree. (b) Survivability bound versus degree. The dots show the average value, and

the shaded region indicates the error corresponding to ±1 standard deviation
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Figure 3: The dependence of single-node stability on betweenness centrality. (a)

Stability bound versus betweenness centrality. (b) Survivability bound versus

betweenness centrality. The line shows the average trend, and the shaded region

indicates the error corresponding to ±1 standard deviation

(Fig. 2a). However, these nodes can be further divided into proper leaves, sparse sprouts

and dense sprouts. In Fig. 4a, we observe that dense sprouts are the least stable nodes

out of all the nodes with a degree of one. Additionally, Fig. 4a shows that inner tree

nodes have low stability bound values, as already evident from the dips at characteristic

betweenness centrality values in Fig. 3a. In Fig. 4b, we observe that root nodes and

bulk nodes have the lowest survivability bound values. These nodes are in the interior

of networks and are thus generally well connected. This agrees well with the fact that

survivability bound is negatively correlated with a node’s degree (Fig. 2b).
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Figure 4: Bar graph showing the average single-node stability for each node class. (a)

Stability bound for each node class. (b) Survivability bound for each node class. The

black line indicates the range corresponding to ±1 standard deviation.

4. Conclusion

We have developed and employed asymptotic and transient stability measures to assess

the magnitude of dangerous power grid perturbations. A perturbation stronger than a

node’s stability bound can be devastating for the grid, and it can result in total grid

synchrony loss. On the other hand, a perturbation stronger than a node’s survivability

bound might be undesirable for the grid as it momentarily pushes node frequencies out

of the desirable operation region without necessarily pushing the grid permanently out

of synchrony.

Through the study of the single-node stability of an ensemble of synthetic power

grids, we have identified vulnerable local network properties of power grids. We have

found that inner leave nodes and dense sprouts have the lowest values of stability bound.

Hence, large perturbations to these nodes should be avoided at all costs. On the other

hand, nodes with a high degree, such as bulk nodes and root nodes, have low survivability

bound values, which means that perturbations to these nodes have the highest chance

of resulting in undesirable transients in the system but may rarely ever result in total

loss of synchrony due to such nodes having high stability bound values.

We believe the methods used and results obtained in this study can be helpful to

future work on power grid stability.
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